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DATPROF and Parasoft unite software test automation, service 

virtualization, and test data management to reduce environment 

wait times by over 200% 

Agile teams can now leverage service virtualization and test data 

synthesis to gain full control of their test ecosystem. 

 

 

Monrovia (USA)/ Berlin and Groningen (NL) – August 14, 2018 –  

Parasoft, the leader in automated software testing, announced today a new 

partnership with DATPROF, who specialize in test data subsetting and 

masking. Today's agile organizations face challenges with access to their 

complex environments and management of meaningful test data. Combining 

Parasoft and DATPROF gives users full control of their test environments, 

test data, and test automation strategy, for ultimate flexibility.  

 

Specifically, combining the Parasoft Continuous Testing Platform and 

Parasoft Virtualize with DATPROF Subset and DATPROF Privacy, users can 

free themselves from test constraints associated with centralized databases.  

Leveraging DATPROF’s powerful algorithms, users can pull and mask 

realistic test data from production systems, then hand the baton to Parasoft, 

to simulate a test environment for on-demand testing, without ever having to 

connect to an actual database, ensuring data privacy and security. This frees 

users from common agile testing bottlenecks and creates a seamless test 

data and test automation workflow.  

 

“Test data is the next big challenge the industry must overcome to take full 

advantage of the benefits of agile,” shared Chris Colosimo, Parasoft Product 

Manager. “By combining DATPROF's powerful data subsetting technologies 

with Parasoft's service virtualization technologies, we can leverage the 

intersection between test data and simulation to enable easy and continuous 

access to realistic test data.” 
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“Realizing highly flexible sets of test data is key to becoming more agile and 

delivering software faster, and DATPROF is focused on creating innovative 

technology to make this a reality,” said Maarten Urbach of DATPROF. 

“Partnering with Parasoft will allow test data to become a seamless 

component of software test automation.”   
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About DATPROF (www.datprof.com): 
DATPROF’s test data solutions offers safe and fast test data to enable Agile 
and DevOps teams in the entire development lifecycle. From analysing and 
profiling existing data, to masking and generating safe data. Developers and 
testers can now work with realistic small subsets consistents over multiple 
applications. DATPROF’s unique Test Data Provisiong platform offers test 
data automation and integration within any Continues Integration and/or 
Delivery platform. This will save valuable time which can be used to develop 
and test more.  Each tester can have their own test data and use or refresh 
the data at any moment.  
 

About Parasoft (www.parasoft.com): 
Parasoft provides innovative tools that automate time-consuming testing 
tasks and provide management with intelligent analytics necessary to focus 
on what matters. Parasoft technologies reduce time, effort, and cost of 
delivering secure, reliable, and compliant software, by integrating static and 
runtime analysis; unit, functional and API testing; and service virtualization. 
Parasoft supports software organizations as they develop and deploy 
applications in the embedded, enterprise and IoT markets. With developer 
testing tools, manager reporting/analytics and executive dashboarding, 
Parasoft enables organizations to succeed in today’s most strategic 
development initiatives – agile, continuous testing, DevOps, and security.  
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